
How many types of bird seeds will grow
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Abstract

A) I choose this experiment because I remembered I had a bird feeder and when it was windy 
and rainy the seeds fell and started growing from the pots near, I wanted to see what other 
bird seeds could grow for my garden.

B) Get 2 long row pots and 6 plastic bags then cut the bags and make a ripped line at the 
bottom. Put 3 bags in 1 pot and fill with 1 bag of sprouting dirt then push 4 –5 holes and fill 
with 1-3 seeds. Repeat this process again with the other pot. Cover with dirt and water one 
time each day.

C) In the end I had 8 millets, 2 safflower, and 7 sunflowers. My results show that 3 out of 4 
types of bird seeds sprouted.
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Experimental Purpose

My experiment is how many types of bird seeds will grow? I wanted to 
see what other bird seeds could grow after an accident with my bird 
feeder. My hypothesis is 2 out of the 4 types of bird seeds will grow. I 
planted sunflowers, millets, safflower, and thistle to see if they would 
grow and bloom like other plants and my prediction was that 2 out of 
the 4 kind of seeds would grow.



Variables

Controlled Variable – Seeds come from same bag, Soil, Pot size, location, 

and how many times I watered.

Independent Variable – I planted Sunflower, Millets, Safflower, and 

thistle.

Dependent Variable – All the pots together and sprouted 11 millets, 1 

safflower, 9 sunflowers, and 0 thistles.



Review of 
Literature

The only other experiment I 

found similar to my experiment was 

Kelly’s Classroom Online: 

What happens when you plant 

birdseed? STEM experiment. The 

procedures are almost the same except 

planting the bird seeds. She had some 

different results for example a lot of her 

plants withered and died while my 

plants are withering but still alive or 

that she had a different pot than my 

pots.



Materials and Procedures

• 6 plastic bags

• 2 bags of seed starting 
potting mix

• 2 long pots

• 1 bag of mixed bird 
seeds

• Shovel

First, I got the bird seeds and tried my best to 

separate them from millets, thistle, safflower, and 

sunflower because they came mixed with other 

things that are not seeds. Then got the bags and cut 

a line at the bottom for all of them. I put three 

plastic bags in one pot and fill with one bag of 

sprouting dirt and repeated with the other pot. Next 

I pushed 4-5 holes and put 1-3 seeds in it and 

covered them with dirt in each sqaure. Finally I 

water them for the rest of the days.
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Analysis

I planted bird seeds to see how many 

types would sprout my hypothesis was 

2 out of the 4 types of seeds would grow 

but 3 out of the 4 types of seeds 

sprouted at the end. This experiment 

would answer my question how many 

types of bird seeds will grow? The 

results show what seeds sprouted in 

each square And how many each square 

has. The data tells that my bird seeds 

did grow.
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Conclusion

My result disproved my hypothesis by having 3 

types of seeds grow and my hypothesis was that 

only 2 types of bird seeds would grow. The types of 

seeds that grew was Millets, sunflower, and 

Safflower. I thought that only Millets and 

sunflowers would grow.
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